The Latest Generation
Self-Service Payment
Terminals
Perfect for industries where staff
cannot be present at all times

IM-SERIES
UNATTENDED
SOLUTIONS

Unattended
self-service.
Anywhere,
anytime
Unattended payment terminals are
pivotal to industries where staff cannot
be present at all times. The problem:
how do you ensure no sale is declined
and that you offer a seamless customer
experience? And more importantly
- how can you trust that your
terminals are future proof and won’t
require expensive maintenance down
the line?
Enter the PAX IM series: the world’s
latest generation self-service payment
terminals
designed
to
increase
unattended sales, implement flawless
security, and be impervious to
environmental damage.

Focus on your
customers, even
when you're not
even there!
The most frustrating thing for unattended
terminal users is to find their payment
method isn’t supported, and there is
nobody there to help.
This is why the PAX IM series lets them pay
how they want, using:
•
•
•
•

NFC Contactless
EMV Chip Card
Magstripe
Alternative Payment Methods (APM)

PAX Technology is renowned for great
design, so we worked really hard on the
look and feel of the IM series to ensure that
the devices are intuitive, engaging, and
uncompromising on delivering a seamless
transactional experience.

Poor security at an unattended
terminal damages your brand and
decreases conversions. PAX provides
all the latest security certifications you
will ever need in its devices, giving
customers and vendors alike total
peace of mind:
•
•
•
•
•
•

PCI PTS 5.x
SRED
Visa payWave
MasterCard Contactless
Amex Express Pay
Discover D-PAS

The IM30 and IM20 also benefit from
PAX’s unique PIN-on-Glass technology
which can randomize the virtual
keypad positions in order to deter
fraud and increase payment security.

Embedded
security. Total
peace of mind

Rugged, reliable, resistant
PAX’s IM series terminals are designed to stand the test of time. The IM300, 500 and 700
kit is built with higher quality smear-proof stainless steel, a vandal-resistant ruggedized
PINpad and TFT display, and includes an advanced cooling fan and heating pad
protector. The entire IM series is built to withstand all kinds of outdoor situations:
•
•
•
•

Seamless
integration.
Advanced
connectivity
Because system integrators rely on a variety
of infrastructures, PAX makes terminal
integration seamless and close to universal.
You can speed up your go- to-market time,
save time on upfront costs, and remove
integration friction by installing the IM
terminals very quickly indeed.

Up to 70°C operating temperature
Water and heavy rain environments
Up to 95% humidity
Vandal-resistant

And when it comes to communications,
the IM20 and IM30 support WiFi
(2.4GHz ) + Bluetooth (4.0), while the IM300
offers Ethernet 3G (WCDMA) and 4G
connectivity. That means lightning fast
transaction times, and therefore happier
customers.

▴ PAX IM300

▴ PAX IM500

▴ PAX IM700

The modular solution: IM300, IM500, IM700
Engineered to the highest design & quality standards, the IM300, 500 & 700 offer all the benefits of the IM series in a conveniently modular
setup, so you can choose the payment processing solution that fits your specific needs.
All three modules support encrypted communication, run on the powerful Prolin OS (Linux) and offer strong ingres and shock protection, along
with their specific features:
IM300: The rugged stainless steel and smear-proof PINpad and TFT display. This is the only solution on the market to offer a colour screen and
connectivity via 4G / 3G / WiFi / Bluetooth / Ethernet.
IM500: The secure hybrid card reader. A card retention shutter ensures consumers do not pull the card out while it is being read, and caters for
emergency power failure card release.
IM700: The contactless landing pad. Versatile enough to be used as a standalone reader when you need to process unattended payments fast
and with low turnaround time.

▴

IM20 & IM30

Accept all cards:
These all-in-one devices integrate contactless,
magnetic and smart card readers, with the IM20 having
an all-in-one hybrid single slot entry point.

PAX’s newest unattended models are
much more than simple transaction
terminals.
They are complete communication
interfaces, where all your customers’
transactional needs can be met in
one place.

PAX IM30

Android & Linux:
The IM30 runs on PayDroid OS (Android), while the
IM20 runs on Prolin OS (Linux).

▴ PAX IM20

Inbuilt 0.3 Megapixel camera:
Increase security, reduce friction, and connect to other
services through facial ID. Accept vouchers and create
rewarding loyalty programs to ensure customers
come back for more. Supports 1D / 2D code scanning.

Redefining the
smart kiosk
Deliver the best viewing experience
at all angles and all hours of the day
or night through the ruggedized
HD colour touchscreen displays.
They come as 5-inch with IM30 and
4.3-inch with the IM20.

Smart touch:
Enhance the customer experience with the
smartphone-like virtual keyboard, modern and secure.
Autopower screen:
The screens only turns on automatically when
customers come near, saving energy and improving
durability.
PIN-on-Glass technology:
Offers increased fraud-fighting technology and a better
viewing experience in all kinds of environments.

Audio input:
Connect your IM20 & IM30 to a sales desk
or support team. It’s the closest thing to
having staff onsite for assisting customers
with their transactions.
Remote management and auto update:
Set IM20 & IM30 up once, and let them run
unattended thereafter. You can
automatically update the firmware and
manage terminals wherever you are in the
world.
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